US Based
Cloud Monetization
Provider Slashed
Monthly Opex by 80%

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.

COMPANY

A San Francisco based technology leader in cloud billing and
subscription management.

THE CHALLENGE

COST CONSTRAINT
The biggest challenge the customer faced was
making physical environments available to
developers. An on premise set up involved heavy
investment and therefore, was a capital intensive
route.

OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINT
The second challenge was the tedious task of
upgrading various tools and software that were
being used by developers in these environments.
It was not feasible for IT to maintain this manually.

WHY PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS FAILED?
Set up on- premise VM

1

Inadequate self-servicing
capability & flexibility

Used Shared Environment

2

Contention for Resources

THE SOLUTION

“The solution
allowed the
customer to
deliver services
on demand with
greater agility,
thereby boosting
competitiveness,
while remaining
nimble and
CAPEX free.

”

After a detailed analysis of the customer’s requirements
and undertsanding why their previous attempts had failed,
Aspire observed the intense need for a hassle free automated
development environment that involved minimal dependency on
IT. Aspire based on these requirements created an easy to use
self-service system that allowed developers to automatically launch
and deploy software and stack for themselves in their AWS cloud
environments, without the direct intervention of IT.

KICK-STARTING THE IMPLEMENTATION
Aspire took a step-by-step approach to address the
customer’s apprehensions about migrating to cloud
by developing proof of concepts for them to help
envision benefits

ESTABLISHING A SECURE CONNECT
For the customer to achieve security on cloud, Aspire
used VPN(Virtual Private Network) that provided
an exclusive connection between their on premise
network and the Dev Farm spot in AWS cloud

THE POWER OF SELF-SERVICE
The developers were given the power to select
stacks, switch between various products and
“launch” operations with just one click. Once the
complete product stack was up, any authorized
project user could get access to their environment,
without spending time back and forth raising tickets
and sending emails. On completion of their tasks,
developers could “terminate” stacks. Furthermore,
an Auto Shutdown Feature was provided to
automatically shut down missions during idle periods
and further optimize costs that the customer incurred.
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THE RESULT
Automation reduced IT workload by almost 80%

Monthly OPEX has been drastically reduced by
over 80% with minimum initial capex investment

Elasticity reduced cost and idle resources

Greater Productivity: Addressed the problem of
environment scarcity. With access to environments
on demand, developers are no longer constrained
by manual processes. They can, therefore, work at
an accelerated pace and focus on adding valueadded features for their clients

Software Consistency: By making it possible to
upgrade software and tools from a single location,
IT achieved consistency and uniformity of all the
tools and software being used
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ABOUT ASPIRE

Aspire System is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s
most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping
them leverage technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of
expertise. Our core philosophy of “Attention. Always.” communicates our
belief in lavishing care and attention on our customer and employees.
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